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Of primary concern with the integration of Hall thrusters on conventional satellite designs is the possible damag-
ing effect of high-energy exhaust ions impinging upon spacecraft surfaces. This paper reports on measurements of
plasma ion-energy distributions within the plume of an SPT-100 Hall thruster using a custom-designed molecular
beam mass spectrometer. With this instrument ion energy was measured over a complete 360-deg circumference
about the thruster at 0.5-m radius from the exit plane and over a total inclusive arc of 260 deg at 1.0-m radius.
These data uncovered the existence of high-energy ions departing the thruster at angles exceeding 90 deg from
the thrust vector and continuing well into the backflow region of the plume. Through an analysis of the energy
structure the evidence of charge–exchange collisions occurring between plume ions and background neutrals was
documented; such collisions produced anomalous distributions of ions having voltages greater than that applied
to the thruster discharge.

Nomenclature
Ac = area of collector, m2

d = analyzer plate separation, m
Ei = ion energy, J or eV
e = elementary charge, C
f (ui ) = ion-velocity distribution, s/m
f (Vi ) = ion-voltage distribution, s/m
GCEM = gain of electron multiplier
K45 = spectrometer constant
k = Boltzmann constant, J/K
l = analyzer interslit distance, m
mi = mass of ion, kg
ni = ion density, m−3

q = ion integer charge state
r = radial distance from thruster, m
Te = electron temperature, eV
TeV = ion temperature, eV
Ti = ion temperature, K
ud = bulk drift velocity, m/s
ui = ion velocity, m/s
Vb = main distribution voltage, V
Vi = ion voltage, V
Vm = most-probable voltage, V
Vp = repelling-plate voltage, V
w = analyzer slit width, m
x = spatial coordinate, m
y = spatial coordinate, m
β = Maxwellian constant, m/2kT
θ = angle, deg
τi = defined ion temperature, V
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I. Introduction

O F primary concern with the use of Hall thrusters on geostation-
ary communications satellites is the possible damaging effect

of the highly energetic plasma exhaust plume on spacecraft surfaces.
Specific issues include the erosion of solar-array material as a result
of incident high-energy propellant ions, coating and contamination
of solar arrays, and other surfaces caused by efflux of thruster self-
erosion material, heating of sensitive spacecraft components, and
uneven spacecraft charging caused by impinging propellant ions.
To fully quantify and understand these phenomena, extensive char-
acterization of the plasma plume has been performed over the past
few years.

The initial effort towards characterizing the Hall thruster plume
was undertaken by a joint industry team comprised of Russian and
U.S. researchers.1 This test utilized a set of sample slides representa-
tive of spacecraft surfaces placed in the plume flow to model erosion
and contamination in addition to the use of a Faraday probe to mea-
sure ion current density and a gridded retarding potential analyzer
(RPA) to measure the ion energy distribution. Because of the rapid
decay in ion density with increasing distance from the thruster cen-
terline (thrust vector), these diagnostics were limited to points lying
within 60 deg of the thrust vector. Within this volume, however, the
RPA data demonstrated some intriguing trends: although the thruster
discharge voltage was set to 300 V, the ion-energy distribution
curve showed a significant “tail” representing ions accelerated
through potentials as great as 350 to 450 V. Possible reasons for
the existence of this anomalous high-energy population were not
addressed. More plume characterization testing followed: Myers
and Manzella performed additional measurements using an RPA,
but the data were limited to very few spatial locations within the
plume and again was confined to points within 60 deg of the axis.2

These data, as well, suggested the existence of ions with voltages
greater than that supplied by the applied discharge. The region of
the plume with the greatest interest for spacecraft designers was
the far off-axis region (angles greater than 60 degrees from center-
line) as a result of the probable location of spacecraft surfaces. The
ion current density in this region (out to 100 deg) was probed by
Manzella and Sankovic3; however, no ion-energy diagnostics have
been performed out to such large angles.

Continued studies of plume-induced erosion and contamination
were performed utilizing more extensive test matrices comprising a
wide array of representative spacecraft materials exposed to a large
volume of the plasma plume, including the far off-axis region.4,5
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Fig. 1 Schematic of 45-deg electrostatic ion-energy analyzer. Constant electric field is formed by applying repelling voltage to top plate with bottom
plate grounded. Field correction plates are biased with a voltage divider to force boundary conditions at midplanes to prevent field distortion caused
by surrounding ground potential.

For the most part these studies were addressed not at deepening
the knowledge of the plasma properties within the plume; instead,
they documented the erosion/contamination problem from a top-
level perspective by simply measuring the net effects of the plume
on representative spacecraft materials. For near-term applications of
the SPT-100, these top-level studies provided sufficient databases to
enable integration of the Hall thruster with western satellites. How-
ever, in order to prevent the need for further extensive sample testing
to accommodate new spacecraft materials or design configurations
in the future it was apparent that a more thorough understanding
of the underlying physics and properties of the plasma plume was
required.

This paper represents one part of a comprehensive study per-
formed at the University of Michigan to characterize the heavy-
particle plasma properties within the Hall-thruster plume over a
large volume in space including the far off-axis regions as well as
the backflow area directly behind the thruster. The purpose of this pa-
per is to present measurements of the ion energy acquired through
the use of a custom-designed molecular-beam mass spectrometer
(MBMS) for Hall-thruster research.

II. Description of Apparatus
A. Facility

An extensive description of the facility used for the reported re-
search can be found in Gallimore et al.,6 for convenience this de-
scription is summarized here. All experiments reported were per-
formed in a 9-m-long by 6-m-diam stainless-steel vacuum chamber.
The facility is supported by six 81-cm-diam oil diffusion pumps
(with water-cooled coldtraps) rated each at 32,000 l/s on nitrogen,
backed by two 2000-cfm blowers and four 400-cfm mechanical
pumps. These pumps give the facility an overall pumping speed
of over 180,000 l/s at 10−5 torr. Chamber pressure is measured
with MKS model 919 hot-cathode ionization gauges, which were
corrected for xenon, located on vacuum ports on either side of the
chamber. Background chamber pressure was maintained at 3 × 10−5

torr when the Hall thruster was operating on approximately 5 mg/s
of xenon.

B. Thruster
The thruster studied in this research was a flight model

SPT-100 magnet layer Hall-effect thruster manufactured by the
Fakel Design Bureau of Russia. Nominal operating conditions
of 300-V discharge at 4.5 A were maintained for all testing.
The thruster electrical discharge and magnetic field circuitry was
controlled by a power processing unit manufactured by Space
Systems/Loral.7 For the SPT-100 a total xenon flow rate of 56
standard cubic centimeters per minute (SCCM) was supplied to
the propellant distribution system on the thruster, which split 7%
of this flow through the cathode.

C. Diagnostic
The MBMS employed in this research was based on an instru-

ment designed by Pollard for studies of ion thruster plumes.8 The
system reported here used a set of orifice skimmers to admit a beam

of plume ions from the main vacuum chamber into an array of differ-
entially pumped subchambers. The subchambers were maintained
at high vacuum to minimize and effectively eliminate collisions
involving ions within the beam. A sampling skimmer orifice was
mounted on the upstream end of the MBMS; this orifice skimmed
off a small diameter ion beam into the first subchamber. This beam
was then collimated by a second orifice at the downstream end of
the first subchamber. The collimated beam then passed through the
entrance slit of a 45-deg electrostatic energy analyzer. This analyzer
employed a constant electric field such that only ions with a prese-
lected energy have a trajectory that permits them to traverse the exit
slit and impinge upon a detector. Ion mass detection was accom-
plished through a time-of-flight method. The mass diagnostics are
the subject of related publications.9,10 This paper will focus on the
global (species-independent) ion-energy distribution.

The 45-deg electrostatic energy analyzer is a flexible, robust
method for particle energy filtering that has been used widely in
beam physics research.11−13 A schematic of the system utilized in
the MBMS is shown in Fig. 1 with coordinate system and relevant
dimensions defined. The ion beam is admitted through the entrance
slit of the analyzer and immediately enters a region of constant elec-
tric field of magnitude Vp/d oriented at an angle θ to the direction of
travel. The ions thus experience a constant acceleration in the neg-
ative y direction such that the spatial equation of their trajectory is

y = x − (qi eVp/2dmi )
(
x2

/
u2

i sin2 θ
)

(1)

Because θ = 45 deg and u2
i = 2Ei/mi , Eq. (1) becomes

y = x − (1/2d)[Vp/(Ei/qi e)]x
2 (2)

For an ion to pass through the analyzer and escape through the exit
slit to the detector, it must intersect the point y = 0, x = l; this pass
constraint is defined as the spectrometer constant K45 and is given by

K45 ≡ Vp/(Ei/qi e) = 2d/1 (3)

The analyzer thus performs the function of an energy-per-charge fil-
ter Ei/qi e. Because the beam ions within the Hall-thruster plume ex-
perienced a discharge acceleration according to qi eVi = 1

2 mi u2
i , the

value of energy per charge for an ion is equivalent to the acceleration
voltage Vi . For a given value of repelling plate voltage, only ions with

Vi = 1
2 mi u2

i

/
qi e = Vp/K45 (4)

will reach the collector and be recorded as ion current.
The current detector employed by the MBMS was a ceramic chan-

nel electron multiplier (CEM) capable of amplifying the input ion
current by a factor greater than 1 × 108 (K-M Electronics model
7550 m) with a maximum output current of approximately 5 µA.
An important consideration was necessary when using the CEM
in a multicomponent ion beam: the initial charge event starting the
electron cascade was caused by secondary electrons ejected from an
ion–wall collision. The number of electrons ejected per ion impact
is a function of the material properties of the channel coating. There-
fore an ion of charge q = 2 does not cause twice as much electron
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current as a singly charged ion (as is the case in a conducting metal
collector such as an electrostatic probe). Therefore the CEM serves
essentially as an ion counter rather than a charge counter.

For a single species flow the 45-deg electrostatic analyzer tech-
nique produces an ion current vs repelling voltage trace, which is
directly proportional to the ion-energy distribution function, analo-
gous to the RPA technique. However, unlike the RPA technique, the
45-deg analyzer requires no numerical differentiation of raw data to
obtain the distribution, and the resultant curves are therefore much
more precise and smooth. Unfortunately, like the RPA, the existence
of multiple ion species in the beam complicates interpretation of the
data. This can be demonstrated by analyzing the output of the CEM.
Because the CEM produced a current proportional to the number of
ions incident on the collector, the current output can be written as

Ii = GCEM Acni 〈ui 〉 (5)

According to Eq. (4), only ions with a discrete voltage Vi will be
detected by the CEM such that

〈ui 〉 = 〈√
2qi eVi/mi

〉 =
√

2qi eVi/mi (6)

so that now the current output of the CEM for a single value of ion
voltage is written as

Ii (Vi ) = GCEM Acni (Vi )
√

2qi eVi/mi (7)

where ni (Vi ) is the number density of ions with voltage Vi ,
which is precisely the ion-voltage distribution function ni (Vi ) =
f (Vi ) = f (Ei/qi e). Realizing this fact, it is apparent from Eq. (7)
that the ion current vs voltage is not directly proportional to the
ion-energy distribution function. Rather, in a multicomponent ion
beam the 45-deg energy analyzer yields data, which is related to the
voltage distribution function according to

f (Vi ) ∝ Ii (Vi )
/√

qi eVi (8)

Even with the complications imposed on the data interpretation
scheme by the effects of a multicomponent flow, the 45-deg electro-
static energy analyzer yields great insight to the ion dynamics. Of
considerable interest to this research is the ion voltage: by analyz-
ing the ion voltage, distribution information is gained regarding the
acceleration of ions within the thruster discharge chamber. Equa-
tion (8) shows that by dividing the recorded ion current by the square
root of the ion pass voltage a function very nearly equal to f (Vi )
is obtained; the existence of multiply charged ions only weakly af-
fects the interpretation of these data for most flows. For example,
the Hall-thruster plasma has been estimated to consist of roughly
10% ions with q = 2. The results of Eq. 8 would then dictate that
for a given value of measured ion current a 10% fraction of the total
current magnitude should be moderated by a factor of 0.707 (cor-
responding to 2−1/2). This constitutes a very small correction, and
thus, the measured ion current vs voltage curve is very nearly equal
to the voltage distribution function f (Vi ).

The 45-deg electrostatic energy analyzer was constructed of 1.5-
mm-thick aluminum plates. To eliminate field distortion within the
analyzer caused by the surrounding ground potential of the vacuum
chamber walls and to ensure a homogeneous electric field, a set of
seven centrally slotted field correction plates was mounted inter-
mediate to the repelling plate and the entrance ground plate. These
correction plates were biased using a resistor string voltage divider
to force the field equipotentials at the midplanes and minimize field
leakage. The entire plate system was supported on a frame con-
structed of 3/16-in.-diam nylon threaded rods to ensure electrical
isolation of each plate.

The resolving power of the analyzer is dictated by geometric
parameters and is given by

�Vi/Vi = w sin θ/1 (9)

The desired voltage resolution was used to select the proper values
for l and w. The depth of the analyzer d was then dictated by the

Table 1 Physical characteristics and resolving
power of 45-deg electrostatic energy analyzer

Parameter Value

d 160 mm
l 584 mm
w 3 mm
K45 0.549
�Vi /Vi 0.004

Fig. 2 Experimental setup diagram showing rotary thruster mount
and laser alignment of beam line.

parabolic trajectory of the ions, that pass through the analyzer to the
exit slit: the apex of this trajectory must not intersect the repelling
back plate. Manipulation of Eq. (2) yields the necessary condition
that d > l/4. The pertinent parameters of the 45-deg electrostatic
energy analyzer used in the MBMS for this research are presented
in Table 1.

Although the MBMS energy analyzer system was not calibrated
against a known ion source to determine accuracy and resolution,
a self-calibration assessment was possible through time-of-flight
analysis of the beam. By recording the transit time of a known
species (Xe+ in this case) over a known path length, it is trivial
to calculate the ion velocity and, hence, the ion energy per charge
(voltage). In time-of-flight diagnostics performed with the MBMS,
the path length was measured to an accuracy of better than 5 mm
over a total length of 2.35 m. The transit time predicted for a Xe+ ion
accelerated through 260 V was found to agree with the measured
time of flight in the MBMS to better than 1 µs when the energy
analyzer was tuned to a pass voltage of 260 V. Thus, when the
energy analyzer was adjusted to select ions with energy of 260 V
calculations show that the ions passing through the filter had an
actual energy of 260 V with a confidence of 3 V, or about 1 part
in 100.

III. Experimental Setup
The SPT-100 was mounted to a rotary table such that the rotation

axis coincided with the center of the exit plane of the thruster. There-
fore, by rotating the thruster relative to the fixed MBMS skimmer
inlet the plasma plume could be sampled as a function of angular
position at a fixed radial distance r from the exit plane. This setup is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. The centerline (thrust axis) of the
thruster was denoted as 0 deg, with positive theta values representing
points in the cathode half-plane of rotation. (The angular position
shown in Fig. 2 represents θ = +90 deg.) The angular alignment of
the thruster and MBMS was achieved by using a laboratory laser
to establish the MBMS beam line. The laser-beam line was used to
verify the angular orientation of the 45-deg electrostatic analyzer to
within 0.5 deg; similarly, the thruster was rotated such that the laser-
beam line was precisely aligned with the center of the exit plane of
the thruster, as shown in Fig. 2, establishing the 90-deg position of
the SPT-100 to better than 0.5 deg. Because the relative uncertainty
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in angular position of the rotary table was 0.1 deg, the uncertainty
in position for all data points is +, −0.5 deg as a result of initial
alignment uncertainty. By relocating the rotary table mount between
tests, data were obtained as a function of angular position for radial
distances from the thruster of r = 0.5 and 1.0 m.

The 45-deg analyzer repelling voltage was supplied by slowly
varying the output of a high-precision sourcemeter (Keithley 2410).
The sourcemeter provided regulated voltage with better than 0.012%
accuracy over a range of 0 to 1100 V. The CEM current was mea-
sured with a sensitive picoammeter (Keithley 486) and recorded
as a function of 45-deg analyzer pass voltage. By utilizing the pi-
coammeter, the high-gain CEM, and long sampling times, true ion
currents as low as 5 × 10−19 A could be accurately measured; this
represents an ion flux on the order of one ion per second incident
on the CEM.

IV. Ion-Voltage Measurements in an SPT-100 at 0.5 m
The ion current incident on the CEM was recorded as a function of

ion voltage by varying the repelling potential on the 45-deg energy
analyzer. In this fashion curves were obtained at a radial distance of
0.5 m from the thruster exit plane as a function of angular position
about the thrust axis in 10-deg intervals. The high gain attributed to
the picoammeter and CEM enabled data to be obtained in a com-
plete 360-deg envelope about the SPT-100. Peak ion current values
fell as low as 1 × 10−18 A for points directly behind the thruster.
These sweeps are shown in Figs. 3–11. The abscissa of the ion cur-
rent curves has been corrected for the energy imparted to the ions as
they fell from ambient plasma potential through the skimmer inlet
to ground potential; thus, the voltages are presented with respect
to the local plasma potential. The magnitude of this correction was
determined by placing a Langmuir probe immediately upstream of
the skimmer. Using conventional probe theory, the local plasma po-
tential was found to be between 6 and 15 V higher than the MBMS
(which was at facility ground), depending upon location within the

Fig. 3 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from
the SPT-100 along the thrust axis and for points at 10, 20, and 30 deg
off axis.

Fig. 4 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at 40, 50, 60, and 70 deg off thrust axis.

Fig. 5 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at 80, 90, 100, and 110 deg off thrust axis.
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Fig. 6 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at 120, 130, 140, and 150 deg off thrust axis.

Fig. 7 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at 160, 170, 180, and −−170 deg off thrust axis.

Fig. 8 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at −−10, −−20, −−30, and −−40 deg off thrust axis.

Fig. 9 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at −−50, −−60, −−70, and −−80 deg off thrust axis.
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Fig. 10 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at −−90, −−100, −−110, and −−120 deg off thrust
axis.

Fig. 11 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at −−130, −−140, −−150, and −−160 deg off thrust
axis.

plume. Because the plume ions reaching the energy analyzer have
been accelerated as they fell from plasma potential, the difference
between local plasma and ground potential was subtracted off of
the data scans; all figures in this paper have accounted for this
correction.

V. Ion-Voltage Measurements in an SPT-100 at 1.0 m
The ion-energy distribution function was evaluated at a radial

distance of 1.0 m from the thruster exit plane by repositioning the
thruster/rotary table mount relative to the MBMS inlet skimmer. At
this distance curves were obtained as a function of angular position
about the SPT-100 thrust axis. Because of the much lower ion den-
sities at 1.0 m as compared with those at 0.5 m, data could not be
obtained in a complete 360-deg arc about the thruster. The region be-
hind the thruster at positive angles greater than 110 deg and negative
angles of magnitude greater than −150 deg represented ion currents
less than 5 × 10−19 A; because of the low currents, this region could
not be evaluated. The resulting data are shown in Figs. 12–18. These
curves have been corrected for the parasitic energy addition imposed
to the ions as they fell from local plasma potential through the inlet
skimmer to ground potential.

The ion current traces obtained for the points at 10 deg and
−10 deg were strikingly dissimilar to the overall trends exhibited
as a function of angular position. This contrast is easily seen by
examining Figs. 12 and 15. To more fully interrogate this region of
the plume, data were obtained with much finer angular resolution
for points within 20 deg of the axis. Figure 19 illustrates the overall
trend in ion current between the thrust axis and 20 deg, with Fig. 20
included as an expanded view of the evolution between 6 and
17 deg. Figures 21 and 22 present the ion current evolution for
the positions between −5 and −20 deg.

VI. Discussion of Ion Voltage Distributions
The relation linking the I (V ) curve to the ion-voltage distribution

function was derived earlier: as evidenced by Eq. (8), calculation of

Fig. 12 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 1.0-m radius from
the SPT-100 on the thrust axis in addition to points at 10, 20, and 30 deg
off axis.
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Fig. 13 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 1.0-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at 40, 50, 60, and 70 deg off thrust axis.

Fig. 14 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 1.0-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at 80, 90, 100, and 110 deg off thrust axis.

Fig. 15 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 1.0-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at −−10, −−20, −−30, and −−40 deg off thrust axis.

Fig. 16 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 1.0-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at −−50, −−60, −−70, and −−80 deg off thrust axis.
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Fig. 17 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 1.0-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at −−90, −−100, −−110, and −−120 deg off thrust
axis.

Fig. 18 Ion current as a function of ion voltage at 1.0-m radius from
the SPT-100 for points at −−130, −−140, and −−150 deg off thrust axis.

the voltage distribution in a multispecies flow requires knowledge
of the ionization-state-dependent current as a function of voltage.
Specifically,

f (V ) ∝ (
1
/√

V
)[

I (V, q1)
/√

q1 + I (V, q2)
/√

q2 + · · · ] (10)

where I (V, qn) denotes the current from ions with voltage V and
charge qn . Because ion velocity increases with q, a population of

Fig. 19 Evolution of ion current traces as a function of angular position
between thrust axis and 20 deg at 1.0-m radius from the SPT-100.

Fig. 20 Exploded view of ion current evolution between 6 and 17 deg
off thrust axis at 1.0-m radius from the SPT-100.

Fig. 21 Ion current evolution between −−5 and −−7 deg off thrust axis
at 1.0-m radius from SPT-100.

high-q ions will produce a larger current than an equal number of
low-q ions: The inclusion of q−1/2 in Eq. 10 is therefore required
to account for the disproportional contribution of high-q ions to the
total ion current. The data reported in Sections IV and V reflect
the total current caused by all ion-charge states as a function of
ion voltage; therefore, they cannot be directly manipulated to yield
f (V ). If the flow under consideration was composed almost entirely
of one species of ion (q = 1), then it would be possible to obtain a
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Fig. 22 Ion current evolution between −−7 and −−20 deg off thrust axis
at 1.0-m radius from the SPT-100.

good approximation of f (V ) by neglecting the contribution caused
by the higher charge states. This approximation has previously been
applied to the RPA technique allowing valuable estimations of ion
density and velocity to be made in the region of the plume near
thruster centerline.

Although the I (V ) curve is not directly proportional to f (V )
for reasons just discussed, it should be kept in mind that these two
functions are very closely related. For example, if a portion of the
I (V ) curve were known to result entirely from ions with q = 2,
attenuation of this portion of the curve by a factor of 0.707 would
yield the value of f (V ). Allowing for the existence of ions with
charge states up to q = 4 in the flow ensures that the value of I (V )
is never more than a factor of two larger than f (V ). Therefore,
although it might be inappropriate to substitute I (V ) for f (V ) in
detailed calculations, when discussing the overall shape and data
trends it is reasonable to speak of the two functions interchangeably.

A. Comparison with RPA
A cursory examination of the I (V ) traces presented in Sections IV

and V reveal a much improved resolution over the widely used RPA
technique. The RPA data-reduction process required numerical dif-
ferentiation and hence produced very noisy distribution curves. The
inherently different 45-deg analyzer technique required no differ-
entiation and therefore produced much smoother, more accurate re-
sults. Additionally, the uncertainties associated with measuring the
ion current in the RPA experiment combined with the noisy differ-
entiation yielded data with unacceptable signal-to-noise ratios for
angular positions exceeding 60 deg from the thrust axis. The high
gain of the CEM/picoammeter detector circuitry enabled measure-
ment of the ion energy at points up to 180 deg off thrust axis (directly
behind the thruster). These far off-axis regions of the plume are es-
pecially critical in evaluating plume impingement on surrounding
spacecraft surfaces.

A direct comparison between the MBMS and RPA data demon-
strates a disagreement in the measured ion energy. Figure 23 shows a
comparison of the two techniques at 0.5-m radius, whereas Fig. 24
represents the points at 1.0-m radius. The difference between the
MBMS-obtained energy distributions and the in situ RPA probe
data exposed a shortcoming in the probe technique as applied to a
high-density, high-velocity plasma such as the Hall-thruster plume.
Physically, the RPA probe resembled a cylinder closed on one end
by a current collector, with the open end exposed to the flowing
plasma. The problem with this technique arises when the plasma
flow velocity and density increase sufficiently to “choke” the closed
internal volume of the probe. It was shown using a neutral particle
flux probe that the internal pressure caused by neutral Xe within the
probe can exceed 10 or 20 mTorr in the SPT-100 plume near cen-
terline at 0.5 m (Ref. 14). This stagnation pressure rise was caused

Fig. 23 Comparison between RPA and MBMS measurements of the
ion voltage at 0.5-m radius from the SPT-100. RPA traces are shown
as – – – corresponding to the right vertical axes, with the MBMS data
shown as —— with units on the left axes.

Fig. 24 Comparison between RPA and MBMS measurements of the
ion voltage at 1.0-m radius from the SPT-100. RPA traces are shown
as – – – corresponding to the right vertical axes, with the MBMS data
shown as —— with units on the left axes.

by the ram effect of the flowing high-density plasma entering the
probe and being neutralized by collisions with the probe walls or
current collector forming a high-density trapped gas volume. This
relatively dense target gas scatters the incoming plume ions through
both charge-exchange (CE) and momentum-transfer collisions. Any
collision involving a plume ion and a stagnant target particle results
in energy loss for the plume ion and/or reduction in the axial compo-
nent of ion energy through deflection; the net effect is an attenuation
of the energy peak and a broadening of the distribution in the direc-
tion of lower ion energy.

Although detailed cross sections for all collisions likely to oc-
cur within the RPA volume were not available, an estimation of
the effect of ram gas buildup was made based on those that were.
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For example, the dominant collision mechanism is likely to be CE
between singly ionized xenon plume ions and background xenon
neutrals; the cross section for this reaction can be calculated ac-
cording to Ref. 14. Assuming that the internal probe pressure is
20 mTorr with a temperature near that of the probe walls (300 K),
an incoming 300 V Xe+ ion experiences a CE mean free path on
the order of 3 mm. The RPA probe had a path length from inlet
to collector of approximately 2 cm: this would cause over 90% of
the plume ions to suffer a CE collision prior to detection. On the
other hand, differential pumping allowed the MBMS to maintain an
internal vacuum of approximately 1 × 10−6 torr during operation;
this equates to a mean free path on the order of 70 m for the CE
collision. For ions traveling the 2.35-m path from the MBMS inlet to
the detector, this equates to a collision probability of approximately
3%. It is therefore justified to assume that collisional broadening of
the ion energy within the MBMS is negligible.

The collisional broadening and attenuation within the RPA should
be greatest for regions of high density and high velocity. From an
examination of Figs. 23 and 24, this is seen to be true. The energy
shift between the RPA and MBMS data was of greatest magnitude
for the near centerline traces where the ion density was highest.
Furthermore, the shift in the near centerline data is more severe for
the data taken at 0.5 m from the thruster than for the 1.0-m data set.

B. Ion Temperature
Because the I (V ) traces obtained with the 45-deg analyzer very

closely approximate the ion voltage distribution function, it is per-
haps instructive to describe their shape in terms of an ion temper-
ature. However, the driving mechanism defining the shape of the
I (V ) curves is an overlap between the ionization region and ac-
celeration region within the SPT-100 discharge chamber: ions are
created throughout a region in space over which the potential varies
greatly; thus, the spread in the I (V ) curve reflects the fact that ions
are “born” in regions of different potential and therefore experience
different acceleration voltages. This spread is in no way equal to the
traditional thermal variation in ion energy. The definition of ion tem-
perature to be used in this report is therefore strictly mathematical
and in no way implies any form of thermal equilibrium.

The ion temperature will be defined analogous to that of a
traditional Maxwellian thermal distribution. The one-dimensional
Maxwellian distribution written in terms of the peculiar velocity
ui − ud is

f (ui ) =
√

β/π exp
[−β(ui − ud)

2
]

(11)

and written in terms of energy the peculiar velocity is

ui − ud = [
2
√

(Ei − Ed)2
/

mi

] 1
2 (12)

so that now

f (Ei ) =
√

β/π exp
[
(−2β/mi )

√
(Ei − Ed)2

]
(13)

Substituting for β = mi/2kTi and recognizing that kTi/e is the
equivalent temperature in electron volts TeV yields the final result:

f (Ei ) =
√

β/π exp
{
−

√
[(Ei − Ed)/qe]2

/
T 2

eV

}
(14)

According to Eq. (14) for a Maxwellian energy distribution, the ion
temperature in electron volts represents the half-width of f (Ei ) at
the point where f (Ei ) has a value of e−1 times the peak value (where
Ei = Ed at the peak). Mathematically,

[(Ei − Ed)/qe]/TeV = 1 (15)

where f (Ei ) = 0.37 f (Ed).
In the context of the Maxwellian analysis, the temperature of the

I (V ) distributions obtained with the 45-deg analyzer will be defined
as the half-width of the I (V ) distribution at the point in the curve
where I (V ) is equal to 0.37 times I (Vm), where Vm represents the
most probable voltage such that I (Vm) is a maximum. This value

of ion “temperature” will be denoted as τi , but, as stated earlier,
usage of the term does not imply any type of equilibrium. Instead,
τi simply reflects an indication of the width-to-height aspect ratio
of the I (V ) distribution.

With this in mind, trends in the extensive I (V ) data sets were eval-
uated. To define a unique temperature, the definition of τi requires
the I (V ) distribution to be symmetric about the drift energy Ed .
Because the curves obtained in this research were nonsymmetric,
the definition of τi implied two distinct temperatures corresponding
to the 0.37 × f (Ed) point on either side of the peak. For discussion
purposes the temperature was defined as the 0.37 × f (Ed) point
such that E > Ed (to the right of the peak).

The 0.5-m I (V ) data sets exhibited interesting general trends in
ion temperature. The interpretation of τi was somewhat confused
by the existence of multiple peaks for the angular positions centered
around 90 and −90 deg; for these traces it was unclear which peak
defined the main distribution. However, for many of the angular
positions the distribution was characterized by a single dominant
peak that was used to calculate τi . Figure 25 shows a plot of τi as
a function of angular position for points lying 0.5 m away from the
SPT-100 exit plane. Values of τi were not calculated for points in
which the choice of dominant distribution peak was unclear.

Variation in the ion temperature for points lying along the 1.0-
m radius was also analyzed. However, the anomalous distributions
found between 5 and 20 deg of thrust axis prevented calculation
of a meaningful τi for these points: the distribution in this regime
consisted of multiple current peaks with comparable magnitudes
such that the choice of a dominant distribution was not clear. This
fact created gaps in the τi vs θ plot shown as Fig. 26 and hindered
the identification of trends.

The calculated values for τi shown in Figs. 25 and 26 demonstrate
excellent agreement with the currently accepted structure of the
ionization and acceleration regions within the SPT-100 discharge
chamber. Baranov et al.15 have recently developed a comprehensive

Fig. 25 Variation of defined ion temperatureτi as a function of angular
position at 0.5-m radius from the SPT-100.

Fig. 26 Variation of defined ion temperatureτi as a function of angular
position at 1.0-m radius from the SPT-100.
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Fig. 27 Neutral propellant density and local plasma potential within
the Hall-thruster acceleration layer as modeled by Baranov et al.15

model of the acceleration layer formation within the Hall thruster.
This model was used to predict plasma parameters such as electron
temperature, plasma density, collision frequencies, and electric field
within the acceleration region of a Hall thruster very similar to the
SPT-100. The neutral atom density and plasma potential predictions
resulting from this model are reproduced as Fig. 27.

In this model, as in actual Hall-thruster operation, neutral propel-
lant is injected through the anode. This propellant is then ionized by
electron collisions as the neutral atoms travel towards the cathode.
The decay in neutral atom density with distance from the anode
therefore corresponds to the disappearance of neutrals caused by
ionization. As can be seen from the model, most of the propel-
lant is ionized within a region extending 2.5 cm from the anode.
Within this ionization region the local plasma potential varies from
300 to 250 V; thus, the ions that are born within this region will
have a voltage spread of approximately 50 V upon exiting the dis-
charge chamber. This agrees well with the measured values of τi

(half-width) of approximately 20 to 40 V for the main discharge ion
beam within 90 deg of thrust axis shown in Figs. 25 and 26. Further-
more, many of the ions formed within the first 2.5 cm of the anode
will suffer a neutralizing collision with the discharge chamber wall
downstream, followed by a second (or even third) ionizing electron
collision; these ions will increase the spread in the exhaust voltage
distribution beyond that induced by the 2.5-cm ionization zone.

The population of ions behind the thruster (at angles greater than
about 100 deg) posses considerably lower temperature than the main
beam ions as expected. However, this backflow plasma still has a
value of τi ranging between 2 and 5 V. Although no investigations
of the Hall-thruster backflow regions were performed prior to this
study, it was widely accepted that this region most likely consisted
of macroscopically stagnant plasma arising from charge–exchange
collisions between plume ions and background facility gas caused by
vacuum chamber pumping limitations; thus, the distribution would
have a width on the order of the local ambient neutral tempera-
ture (300 K or about 0.03 eV). However, it is very unlikely that
the high temperature implied by the width of the measured voltage
distribution in the backflow (of roughly 58,000 K) represents a true
thermal spread within a macroscopically stagnant plasma as would
be expected to exist behind the thruster. The physical mechanism
producing such a wide energy spread in the backflow ions is un-
known as of this writing. Further characterization of the backflow
region is thus necessary.

C. Most-Probable Voltage
As another measure of the ion-energy structure, the most proba-

ble ion voltage was compiled as a function of angular position. This
voltage was easily defined and identifiable on all plots as the voltage
(energy/q) corresponding to the maximum in the I (V ) vs V curve.
This quantity is plotted for both 0.5 and 1.0 m in Fig. 28. The an-
gular energy structure displayed in Fig. 28 exhibits some intriguing
qualities, the most striking of which is the existence of high-energy
ions at angles exceeding 90 deg from the thrust axis: ions with Vm

on the order of 250 V persist out to 100 deg, whereas particles with

Fig. 28 Most-probable ion voltage (energy/q) as a function of angular
position in the plume of the SPT-100 at 0.5-m and 1.0-m radius from
thruster exit.

Vm nearly 100 V extend to nearly 130 deg at 0.5 m. Although the
1.0-m data show high-energy ions up to 100 V at angles of 100 deg,
the extent of the 250-V ions is narrower at 1.0 m then at 0.5 m,
with these high-energy ions decreasing at 70 to 80 deg off axis. In
general, the trends in angular evolution of most-probable ion en-
ergy at 1.0 m appear to be a “pinched” version of that at 0.5 m. This
pinching effect might be caused by the configuration of the plasma
electric field within the plume. A discussion of this effect can be
found in Ref. 10.

Although the plasma electric field can explain the narrowing of the
highly divergent ions between 0.5 and 1.0 m, the existence of such
high-energy ions at angles exceeding 90 deg off axis is still puzzling.
Ions with acceleration voltages on the order of the discharge voltage
of 300 V must be formed near the upstream end of the thruster
acceleration layer and, thus, well upstream of the thruster exit plane.
For these ions to be emitted at angles near and exceeding 90 deg off
axis, they would have to undergo a considerable curvature in their
trajectory upon exiting the thruster because there is no direct line of
sight from these points to the inside of the discharge chamber.

Within this picture of the acceleration layer formation, it is appar-
ent that a significant force would be required to deflect high-energy
ions originating from deep in the discharge chamber out to trajec-
tories approaching and exceeding 90 deg off axis. The existence of
such a force is improbable. It is more plausible that a small amount
of propellant ionization and radial acceleration occurs downstream
of the discharge chamber exit, external to the thruster. Because the
electron mobility is very large along magnetic field lines within
the discharge chamber, the magnetic field lines represent electric
equipotentials. Thus ions are formed and accelerated into trajecto-
ries normal to the magnetic field line at the ion formation point.
Bending of the magnetic field lines outward from the exit plane
would produce a magnetic field fringe with a normal approaching
90 deg. Ions formed within this downstream region would expe-
rience an acceleration force perpendicular to the thrust vector and
would therefore appear at large angles. However, although concep-
tually this scenario seems plausible previous modeling and experi-
mental probing of the near-exit-plane region in Hall thrusters have
not documented electric and magnetic fields downstream of the dis-
charge chamber of sufficient strength to produce ions with radial
voltages on the order of the applied discharge voltage. It is clearly
apparent that this phenomenon is poorly understood and requires
further investigation.

D. Multiple Peak Structure
Possibly the most striking feature uncovered in the analysis of the

ion-energy distribution function as approximated by I (V ) curves
was the existence of multiple current peaks suggesting discrete dis-
tributions for many angular positions. As can be seen from examin-
ing these structures, these peaks always occurred at discrete multi-
ples of voltage, for examples, a primary peak at Vb, with secondary
peaks at Vb/3, Vb/2, 3Vb/2, 2Vb, and 3Vb. The explanation for this
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Table 2 Possible reactant and product combinations for CE
collisions occurring between two high-energy beam ions,

each with voltage Vb

Electrons
Reactants at Vb Ion products transferred

Xe2+ + Xe+ Xe+ = 2Vb with Xe2+ = Vb/2 1
Xe2+ + Xe+ Xe3+ = 2Vb/3 1
Xe2+ + Xe+ Xe3+ = Vb/3 2
Xe3+ + Xe+ Xe2+ = 3Vb/2 with Xe2+ = Vb/2 1
Xe3+ + Xe+ Xe4+ = 3Vb/4 1
Xe3+ + Xe+ Xe+ = 3 with Xe3+ = Vb/3 2
Xe3+ + Xe+ Xe4+ = Vb/4 3
Xe3+ + Xe2+ Xe2+ = 3Vb/2 with Xe3+ = 2Vb/3 1
Xe3+ + Xe2+ Xe4+ = 3Vb/4 with Xe+ = 2Vb 1
Xe3+ + Xe2+ Xe+ = 3Vb with Xe4+ = Vb/2 2

Table 3 Possible reactant–product combinations for the
CE collision between a beam ion with voltage Vb and

a stagnant background neutral

Reactant ion at Vb Ion products with Electrons
with 0 V neutral energy > 0 transferred

Xe+ + Xe None N/A
Xe2+ + Xe Xe+ = 2Vb 1
Xe3+ + Xe Xe2+ = 3Vb/2 1
Xe3+ + Xe Xe+ = 3Vb 2

structure is based on the hypothesis of charge–exchange collisions
occurring within the plume plasma.

Consider a charge–exchange collision between an ion with charge
q = 2 accelerated through a voltage of Vb (having energy E = qVb)
and a slow neutral atom. The definition of a charge–exchange colli-
sion is an interaction during which one or more electrons are trans-
ferred with no significant transfer of kinetic energy between the
reactants. Therefore the transfer of an electron from the neutral
to the q = 1 reactant will produce a slow product ion with charge
q = 1 along with an ion with kinetic energy still equal to E , but with
charge reduced from q = 2 to 1. Thus the fast product ion will have
an equivalent voltage (energy per charge) of 2Vb. Such a scenario
can be easily envisioned for two ionic reactants as well: a q = 1
ion and a q = 2 ion, both accelerated through a voltage of Vb, can
produce product ions with equivalent voltages of 2Vb and Vb/2.
All possible products of such reactions relevant to the Hall-thruster
plume are represented in Tables 2 and 3.

As discussed in Ref. 10, momentum-transfer collisions are evi-
denced by monotonically decaying tails on the ion-voltage distri-
butions, whereas CE collisions are represented by “bump-on-tail”
types of distributions. The measured ion-voltage distributions near
centerline at 0.5 m seem to be very consistent with a momentum-
transfer elastic collision analysis between plume beam ions. A dis-
cussion of these momentum-transfer collisions can be found in
Refs. 9 and 10. This paper concentrates on the appearance of CE
collision signatures within the ion-voltage distributions.

Many of the measured ion-voltage distributions exhibit a bump-
on-tail shape, where the voltage of the bump maximum is exactly
twice the most probable voltage of the distribution. This can be seen,
for example, by examining Fig. 5: denoting Vb as the most probable
beam voltage, Vb = 235 V at 90 deg with the bump occurring at
V = 470 V. From Tables 2 and 3 the possible reactions creating
products with a voltage of twice the main beam voltage are 1) the CE
collision between a Xe+ beam ion with a Xe2+ beam ion, 2) the CE
collision between a Xe3+ beam ion and a Xe2+ beam ion, and 3) the
CE collision between a Xe2+ beam ion with a background neutral.
The distribution measured at 90 deg will be used as a discussion
tool to evaluate these collisions.

The second reaction just mentioned involved a collision between
two minority species in the plasma. The probability of such a second-
order collision is much less than that involving one or more majority
species, such as Xe+ or Xe; therefore, either the first or the third
reaction seems most likely to be observed. If the reaction respon-

Fig. 29 Proposed precollision Gaussian distributions for Xe+ and
Xe2+ for the data at 0.5 m from the SPT-100, 90 deg off axis.

Fig. 30 Postcollision distribution result of CE reaction between singly
and doubly charged beam ions based on assumed Gaussian Precollision
distribution.

sible for the peak at 2Vb in the 90-deg data is of the first type in-
volving two beam ions, then a sibling bump must occur at a voltage
of Vb/2 = 117 V. The distribution does display a bump near 120
V; however, the width of this low-voltage bump is not supported
by a CE analysis of the collision between two beam ions. Based
on princples discussed at length in Ref. 10, assume that the large
central peak in the 90-deg data reflects the precollision distribution
of Xe+ and Xe2+ emitted from the thruster. A Gaussian curve fit
to this portion of the curve is shown compared with the data at 90
deg in Figure 29. The CE reaction between these two precollision
distributions of beam ions would then form a resultant postcollision
distribution as shown compared with the data in Fig. 30; in this
figure the height of the postcollision distributions has been chosen
arbitrarily to match the data. The postcollision distribution resulting
from the CE collision results in a distribution with the same shape as
the precollision population shifted and broadened by a factor of two
coincidentally with a distribution shifted and narrowed by a factor
of 1

2 . It is apparent from the figure that even though the shape of the
high-voltage bump is well represented the narrowed product distri-
bution of doubly charged ions does not account for the breadth in the
low-voltage portion of the data. Furthermore, arbitrarily choosing
the peak height of the postcollision Xe2+ distribution to match the
data implies that the doubly charged CE products comprise nearly
50% of the precollision ions and, hence, that the precollision distri-
bution of Xe2+ accounted for greater than 50% of the total flow.

It is apparent that a CE reaction between two precollision
Gaussian-like distributions of Xe+ and Xe2+ cannot account for
the measured shape of the voltage distribution function at 90 deg.
The other possible reaction producing a bump at 2Vb is the collision
between a Xe2+ beam ion and a background neutral. If the precol-
lision distribution of Xe2+ was Gaussian-like as just discussed, the
beam ion/neutral collision would produce only a postcollision dis-
tribution centered at 2Vb. This reaction does not explain the portion
of the MBMS data below 200 V nor the portion between 300 and
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Fig. 31 Proposed precollision distribution of Xe2+ computed from the
MBMS data at 0.5 m, 90 deg off axis in the SPT-100. The proposed
distribution was calculated as a fraction of the original data between 0
and 300 V.

Fig. 32 Illustration of identical shape in tail and main body of voltage
distribution data measured at 0.5-m radius and 90 deg off centerline in
the SPT-100.

400 V. (The resultant postcollision distribution would consist only
of the central Gaussian and the bump on the far right of Fig. 30.)

The trends of the MBMS data suggest another shape for the prec-
ollision distribution: the high-voltage tail above 300 V in the 90-deg
data has a nearly identical shape to the portion of the distribution
less than 300 V. With this in mind, the following model is proposed.
The portion of the 90-deg data curve to the left of 300 V represents
the precollision distribution of singly and doubly charged xenon cre-
ated and accelerated in the same region, whereas the high-voltage
tail above 300 V represents Xe2+ beam ions that have gained an
electron through a CE collision with a background neutral. The
precollision Xe2+ distribution is thus calculated by multiplying the
portion of the MBMS data between 0 and 300 V by some fraction.
This is shown graphically in Fig. 31.

A CE collision between the doubly charged xenon and back-
ground neutral would then produce a distribution of singly charged
product ions with the same shape as the precollision distribution
shifted and broadened by a factor of two. Figure 32 shows the post-
collision distribution formed through such a shape-preserving re-
action compared with the data. In this plot the height of the post-
collision distribution has been chosen to match the data, but the
distribution shape was determined by cutting and pasting the orig-
inal data and is thus an exact duplicate of the portion of the curve
between 0 and 300 V.

It is apparent from an examination of Fig. 32 that the high-voltage
tail in the 90-deg-ion-voltage distribution is exactly the same as the
shape of the curve between 0 and 300 V; such a distribution can be
explained through the occurrence of CE collisions between doubly
charged xenon ions and ambient background neutrals. This result
makes physical sense: the original precollision distribution of ions
produced in the Hall thruster goes to zero at 300 V and thus does not
contain any anomalous ions with voltages greater than that applied to

the discharge. The high-voltage portion of the measured distribution
function is the result of CE collisions occurring between the different
ionic species within the plasma, namely, between doubly charged
ions and background neutrals.

Discussion of the collision signatures within the plume ion-
voltage distributions has been confined to the data recorded at 0.5-m
radius from the SPT-100 up to this point. The data trends in the 1.0 m
data exhibit many of the same tell-tale signatures of collisions, but
the angular trends are much more intriguing. Excluding the anoma-
lous zones at 1.0 m between 5 and 20 deg off axis, the data display
much of the same angular trends as the 0.5-m case. Referring to
Figs. 12–18, the centerline voltage distribution exhibits somewhat
of a monotonically decreasing tail associated with elastic collisions,
with a CE-type signature superimposed. Ignoring, for now, the re-
gion between 5 and 20 deg, the elastic-looking collision signatures
evolve into typical CE structures very rapidly with increasing angle
from centerline, with a bump on tail existing at precisely twice the
most probable voltage of the main distribution. Furthermore, the
height of these bumps is a larger fraction of the main discharge peak
than exhibited in the 0.5 m data.

The voltage distributions measured between 5 and 20 deg and
−5 and −20 deg exhibit fascinating structure. These data were pre-
sented as Figs. 19–22. The voltage distributions of this region are
characterized by extremely prominent CE peaks occurring at volt-
ages greater than that, which can be considered the beam voltage at
approximately 260 V. Referring to Table 3, it is apparent that this
type of signature can arise from collisions between beam ions and
background neutrals. Although there are possible reactions between
beam ions that would produce peaks greater than Vb, as can be seen
from Table 2, these reactions produce sibling products with energies
less than Vb simultaneously with the high-voltage peaks. The data
do not exhibit any peaks with voltage less than Vb.

Between 5 and 6 deg and between −5 and −7, deg the primary
distribution between 200 and 300 V associated with the thruster
discharge acceleration process decays abruptly in magnitude. This
decay in the 260-V peak is accompanied by a relative increase in the
amplitude of the high-voltage peaks associated with CE collisions.
The physics responsible for this process are straightforward. Con-
sider a precollision distribution of singly, doubly, and triply charged
ions that have been accelerated through the same voltage of Vb. If
such a distribution were to pass through an ambient neutral back-
ground such that 100% of the ions experienced a CE collision with
the background gas, the result would be all of the products listed in
Table 3; 100% of the reactants would become products, and hence
the primary precollision distribution with peak at Vb would com-
pletely disappear, with only the product peaks at 3Vb/2, 2Vb, and
3Vb present in the voltage distribution. If somewhat less of the ions
experience a CE collision, say 50%, the peak height of the Vb dis-
tribution would be comparable with the high-voltage peaks because
an equal number of precollision reactants and postcollision products
exist. Thus, as the Vb peak decays caused by depopulating CE col-
lisions with background gas, the product peaks with voltage greater
than Vb will experience a simultaneous growth in amplitude. Fur-
thermore, although the ionization fraction decreases with increasing
ion charge state (e.g., there is less Xe3+ than Xe2+), the cross section
for ion-neutral CE collisions scales according to q1.3 so that highly
charged ions will demonstrate a disproportionate contribution to the
CE signature.16,17

The data between 5 and 20 deg off axis at 1.0 m display exactly
such CE behavior. The data presented earlier are reproduced in part
as Fig. 33. The distribution peaks corresponding to the possible
postcollision voltage multiples are clearly visible in the region be-
tween −7 and −11 deg. The peak locations represent all possible
products of the reactions considered earlier in Table 3 along with
the original population at Vb = 260 V. Additionally, the width of the
CE product distributions scale according to the voltage displace-
ment from the main peak at Vb: the peak at 2Vb is twice as wide
as the primary distribution, the peak at 3Vb is three times as wide,
etc. It is apparent, then, that the data at 1.0 m reflect extensive at-
tenuation of the plume ion beam by CE collisions with background
neutrals.
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Fig. 33 Ion-energy distribution measured at 1.0-m radius from the
SPT-100 for angles at −−7, −−9, and −−11 deg off thrust axis. Clearly
evident are the high-voltage peaks at 3Vb/2, 2Vb, and 3Vb produced as
a result of CE collisions with neutral atoms.

Fig. 34 Ion-voltage distribution at 1.0-m radius from the SPT-100
plume at 11 deg off axis showing peaks at 4Vb/3, 3Vb/2, 2Vb, and 3Vb.

Subject to this interpretation, the ion-voltage data between 5 and
20 deg reveal a unique insight regarding the species distribution
within the plasma. Consider the ion voltage trace taken at 1.0 m,
11 deg off axis shown in Fig. 34. In this trace a distribution peak with
voltage equal to 4Vb/3 is clearly evident. The only possible mecha-
nism to account for this peak requires the existence of a quadruply
charged ion, that is, Xe4+ exchanging a single electron with a back-
ground neutral. This result, then, implies that the electrons within
the thruster discharge chamber are hot enough to produce Xe4+ ions.

VII. Conclusions
One of the most interesting contributions of this research was the

measurement of the ion energy at angles exceeding 90 deg off the
thrust axis. Although of utmost importance to spacecraft integra-
tion, this low-density regime has historically been very difficult to
probe. As can be seen by an examination of Fig. 28, Vm is nearly
260 V for all positions within 100 deg of the thrust axis at 0.5-m
radius, with Vm = 90 V extending all the way around to −150 deg at
1.0-m radius. The mechanism responsible for such high-energy ions
extending into the backflow of the plume is not understood. It was
previously believed that such high-energy ions must be formed deep
within the thruster discharge chamber, and would therefore not have
a direct line-of-sight path to the plume backflow. Because the ex-
istence of the force required to produce a trajectory with sufficient
curvature to transport ions formed within the discharge chamber
into the backflow is not justified, it is likely that these high-energy
ions at large angles were formed downstream of the thruster exit
plane and accelerated transverse to the thrust axis at voltages com-
parable to the applied voltage. These data suggest that the structure
of the plasma acceleration region downstream of the thruster exit
plane is not accurately explained by current models of Hall-thruster
operation.

A second remarkable finding regarding the ion-energy distribu-
tion was the discovery of a bimodal distribution existing in the region
of 90 deg off axis. Near thruster centerline the energy distribution
was Gaussian like with a most-probable voltage near the applied
discharge voltage. With increasing angle off axis a secondary hump
or plateau emerges on the low-energy side of the main peak. This
evolution continues such that between 70 and 100 deg and −70 and
−110 deg the ions possess two fairly distinct voltage distributions:
the main distribution centered near the applied discharge voltage
and a secondary distribution of approximately one-half the magni-
tude of the main peak centered near one-half the applied voltage.
With further increases in divergence angle, this bimodal distribution
gives way rapidly to a stagnant background population. Although
the secondary low-energy population seems to be centered very near
Vm/2, a CE analysis of this phenomena does not seem to support
the indicated width of the population. It is likely, then, that this dis-
tribution shape is a result of the thruster acceleration process and
not a facility-induced error.

This research demonstrated direct documentation of facility per-
turbances on the Hall-thruster plume structure. These parasitic ef-
fects were manifested by CE collisions between plume ions accel-
erated within the thruster and ambient background neutrals caused
by vacuum pumping limitations. The evidence for such ground-test
facility errors was the existence of both reduced-charge ions and
a corresponding flux of high-energy neutrals within 20 deg of the
thrust axis. As expected, these effects became more pronounced
with increasing distance from the thruster.

The facility pressure during testing was approximately 3 × 10−5

torr, representing a collision probability of 50% at 1.0 m from the
thruster for the CE collision between Xe+ and background Xe. If a
facility with an order-of-magnitude improvement in pressure were
utilized, the collision probability at 1.0 m decreases to 6%. It is
apparent, then, that detailed plume characterization in the far field
of Hall thrusters (approaching and exceeding 1.0 m) requiring high
accuracy should be performed at pressures on the order of 1 × 10−6

torr or better to reduce parasitic signatures and more correctly quan-
tify effects attributed to the thruster.

Some Hall-thruster plume characterization will be insignificantly
affected by these facility perturbations. For instance, measurements
of plume sputtering on sample materials are fairly insensitive to
CE collisions. Because the sputtering yield is dependent only on
the incident atom energy (and not on the charge state), the charge-
changing character of CE collisions will not affect the incident atom
energy, and the resultant sputtering rate will be unaffected.
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